The End Is a Beginning

TECUMSEH MIDDLE SCHOOL

2000~2001
This school year, 2000-2001, begins the official closing of a Tecumseh landmark...originally the high school, then the junior high school, and currently our Middle School. This building, completed in 1918 and renovated in 1987, has served the district well. However, as times change, so did the needs of Tecumseh students. Those new needs will be met when the 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th graders converge on the newly renovated Tecumseh Middle School in 2002-2003.

Imagine not having students walking between buildings in the rain or snow; imagine having an entire class eat at one time in a spacious cafeteria; imagine rooms large enough to accommodate computers and students; imagine a building staying “cool” in the Fall and late Spring; imagine all staff and students under one roof—then you understand how excited the students and staff are about learning and teaching in an updated facility.

Once in the renovated building, whole school assemblies can be held; athletic contests will occur in a regulation size gym; science experiments can be conducted in science laboratories; and students will be given their own lockers. There may even be locker rooms for athletic teams! 2001-2002 will be an interesting transition year, with construction of the fifth grade wing and remodeling of the former high school building going on while eighth graders continue to use some of the classrooms, and all grades continue to use the pool, band and choir rooms. But, our staff and students will be up to the challenge because we know a greatly improved learning facility is in our very near future at last!
I Have Another Problem...

Power behind the throne!

All Right, One More Pin!

Stop Keeping Secrets From Mr. Lewis!

Don't Ask.

Always Happy Around Kids!
It's one of the "WAZZUP" brothers!

RRAARR!!  Just sitting down On the job?  We know where you've been!

Oops!

MR. LEWIS WANTS A WIENER!
EVEN MORE STAFF

Thinking happy thoughts?

Why am I doing this?

Check out the gum on my shoe!

Strike a pose!

Look, even I can do that!
What's so funny?!?

Math is sooo much fun!!!!

Mmm...Yummy pie!!!

The PJ Gang

Smile for the camera!!
Sixth Grade

Aaron Abraham
Craig Achtenberg
Anthony Alanz
Samantha Alcodray
Amanda Anderson
Justina Anderson
Eric Arendt

Seth Armstrong
Jeffrey Austgen
Gina Aylward
Steven Ayre
Felicia Baker
Sarah Baldwin
Alicia Baran

Andrew Barger
Alisha Bauer
Katherine Bauer
Teri Bauer
Joseph Bauman
Marie Beard
Kendra Beiser

Brandi Below
Ryan Below
Lauren Bender
Crystal Bennett
Austine Berkeley
Laura Biscupski
Mark Bishop

Jessica Bloomer
Timothy Bock
Bryan Boot
Sarah Borton
Sidney Bosquez Jr.
Katelyn Boyers
Samantha Brady

Melanie Braun
Ashley Briggs
John Bristol
Cory Brooks
Craig Brown
Jason Brown
Johnny Brown Jr.

Anne Buck
Erin Buiten
Kayla Bush
Nikki Callison
Steven Canada
Meghan Cangley
Andrea Cardenas

Kristen Carey
Joshua Carlson
Scott Carruthers
Isaiah Cavin
Alyssa Chisolm
Kacy Cline
Kerri Coffman

John Cole
Kevin Connors
Christie Cooper
Cory Cote
Andrew Crawford
Sondra Creech
Jared Curley
Sixth Grade

Cassandra Labadie
Ashley Labean
Dylan Lape
Ray Lee
Amanda Lewis
Nichole Listeman
Jessica Little

Nicholas Liuuzzi
Jessica Lloyd
Johnathan Magers
Jillian Maichele
Cory Marrison
Nicole Marvin
Nicholas Mason

Lucas Mattis
Michael McCarthy
Bailey McCrate
Lance McKinney
Craig McPherson
David Mecum
Brandon Mercado

Courtney Merritt
Tiffany Milkey
Dominique Miller
Paul Miller
Nathan Monroe
Sandy Montie
Alex Montoya

Stefanie Morvay
Cameron Moyer
Benjamin Murphy
Ryan Murphy
Kristin Music
David Napieralski
Elizabeth Neill

Catherine Nelson
Alexandre Newman
Megan Nicholson
Joseph Niemiec
Alexandra Olano
Alyssa O'Leary
Ryan Osborne

Lauren Ottinger
Trevor Parish
Kristyn Parsons
Kevin Peake
Angela Perez
Joseph Pike
Tanner Pike

Wynter Pilbeam
Alyssa Pipgras
Danielle Pizana
Nicole Polan
Deanne Poley
Sandra Polhemus
Megan Porter

Kathryn Posky
Drew Powell
Lauren Prueter
Allyson Putt
Carolyn Racine
John Rath
Jonathan Raymond
Sixth Grade

Alexa Reau
Breinne Reeder
Chad Rendel
Rance Rickard
Jeffrey Roberts
Amanda Rochowiak
Courtney Ross

Sydney Ross
Matthew Ruch
Alyssa Salisbury
Cacey Sanders
Cody Sanders
Lucinda Sandoval
Justin Sayler

Cory Scheerer
Jason Schroeder
Sara Schurr
Jennifer Sebring
Aaron Seeley
Chelsea Servoss
Tiffany Shepard

Sierra Shroyer
Bryson Shuman
Daniel Simpson
Katelyn Sinclair
Virginia Slayden
Adam Smith
Joshua Snead

Britta Sobota
Chasity Sobota
Elizabeth Soderborg
Charles Speare
Nicole Spivey
Thomas Steele
Garrett Stevens

Nicholas Stinehart
Erik Stitt
Brittany Stoddard
Ryan Stoddard
Chelsey Sullivan
David Tabbert
Patricia Tabbert

Amy Talbot
Jeffrey Talbot
Jami Taylor
Sarah Titton
Matthew Tommelein
Catarino Torres
Kyle Tosh

Autumn Tucker
Angel Valdez
Donald Vallie
Nicholas Vance
William Vandecar IV
Peter Walker
Katherine Wallich

Kyla Waynick
Sarah Weber
Tiffany Wegman
Adam Weidner
Rick Weirich Jr.
Kendra Wellnitz
Breanna Wells
Sixth Grade

Rudy Wertenberger
Kelsey Wesener
Brittney Wilcox
Britni Wingard
Timothy Winters
Rachael Winzeler
Tyler Wright

Caelia Wysocki
Kaitlyn Yarger
Jacob Yates
Robert Young III

Not pictured:
Brittany Evans
Kevin Foster
Mitchel Gray
Scott Kelly
John Lebaron Jr.
Marc Pinoniemi
Matthew Presson
Christopher Schmenk
Michael Shelby
Dolores Valdez
Bruce Walker
Andrew Warren
Seventh Grade

John Adams II
Joshua Alcodray
Ashley Amaya
Genevieve Andress
Steven Bahn
Brandon Baker
Danielle Baker

Kelly Barkway
Anastasia Barth
Colleen Bawden
Randee Beckey
David Beiser
Tasha Benjamin
Kara Bennett

Joseph Berges
Drew Bergstrom
Sebastian Binns
Sarah Bird
Brooke Blayer
Adam Bloom
Amber Bock

Lauren Bohannon
Stephanie Boldon
Matthew Borton
Ashley Bovee
Nicole Briggs
Michael Brighton
Corbin Brown

Samantha Brown
Ashley Brune
Julia Brunt
Marcella Brys
Emily Buehler
Rachel Buiten
Kaitlyn Burgett

Nicole Butler
Priscilla Byrd
Nichole Campbell
Andrew Cantu
ViJay Caplon
Zachary Cardenas
Chelsey Caswell

Gregory Cattell
Kalem Chessor
Mary Childs
Andrew Clark
Matthew Clark
Stephanie Clark
James Clarke II

Kyle Clement
Bryan Clucas
Alexis Cole
Gary Coleman
Robert Conniff
Ryan Cook
Kevin Coon

Eric Cooper
Linsey Cory
Clark Cothern
Benjamin Creger
Sarah Creswell
Keeli Crutchfield
Benjamin Curley
Seventh Grade

Emily Dailey
Kurtis Day
Ashley DeJonghe
Nathan DeJonghe
Monica Deming
Breanne Derby
Alex Dieter

Lindsie Dillon
Joshua Downey
Scott Dozier
Kristina Dubay
Yvette Duncan
Andrew Dushane
Nicole Eggleston

Serease Enos
Lindsay Estala
Kyle Esty
William Eversden
Kyle Fainman
Travis Fanslau
Rebecca Field

John Flynn
Kavanaugh Ford
Matthew Foreman
Steven Fox
Zachary Fox
Rita Garcia
Amanda Garner

Dane Genereaux
Jonathan Gilpin
Sean Gleason
Jake Glidden
Kira Gramer
Kenneth Grant Jr.
Brittany Grasham

Colin Gregory
Shea Grossman
Apryl Hall
Nicholas Hall
Leah Hanson
Aaron Harriott
William Harris

Amanda Hartmann
Sara Hawes
Tricia Heney
Jason Hession
Jeffrey Hicks
Nathaniel Hoffman
Nickolas Holly

Nicole Horrocks
Katrina Hoyle
Todd Hughes
Kathryn Hunt
Matthew Hurley
Aaron Johnson
Heidi Johnson

Norman Johnson
Kira Johnston
Thomas Kampmueller
Christopher Kane
Alexandra Kasik
Jason Kastanis
Christa Kessler
Seventh Grade

Kevin King
Tara King
Daniel Klemkosky
Jennifer Korican
Katherine Kosino
Garrett Kuhlman
Danielle Lafernier

Amber Lafever
Samantha Langmeyer
Patrick Lauber
Beverly Lentz
Jenna Lewis
Krista Lewis
Megan Lewis

Monica Lewis
Kristy Link
Bryan Littlefield
Ashley Lucha
Garrett Marks-Wilt
Brandon Martin
Ronald Martin

Valerie Martinez
Jeremy Matson
Cory Maupin
Kyle Maurer
Kyle McCarley
Tiffany McCarty
Derek McCurdy

Sandra McGarigle
Amy Meyer
Danielle Mihora
Rebecca Moore
Zachary Mortimer
Robert Moyer
Merrill Murphy

Sean Murphy
Brian Myers
Daniel Myers
Nicholas Nease
Andrew Nelson
Michelle Nelson
Joshua Nix

Jerome Nowak
Oliver Omnes
Britni O’Rourke
Guy Ostrum
Kayla Osworth
Alexander Otter
Michael Otter

Nickolai Panarin
Ashley Pasternak
Candra Perkins
Richard Perry
Trevor Pike
Brittany Pinoniemi
Emily Porter

Tiandra Powell
Travis Powell
Walter Prettyman
Karmen Prill
Zachary Prince
Kimberly Purkey
Stephanie Quarles
Seventh Grade

Kelsey Rajala
Marie Rapin
Kelly Reid
Timothy Reid
Justine Rinne
Tyler Risch
Brian Rise

Brielle Rivard
Jessica Rock
Daniel Rodriguez
Nicole Ross
Scott Russell
Taryn Ryan
Katie Ryder

Ashton Sackett
Matthew Sailors
Sean Sailus
Laura Sandoval
Danne Schmidt
Laura Schroeder
Tiffany Sears

Alexandra Sebring
Ashley Secord
Daniel Shafer
Christopher Shepard
Jenna Sherwood
Joseph Shonk
Miranda Simpkins

Kyle Sims
Kyle Sinclair
Jonathan Sisty
Michelle Smith
Nicole Smith
Samantha Smith
Darren Sneed

Casey Snyder
Vincent Sorise
Sarah Spade
Adam Spillman
Larry Spreeman
Kody Spreeman
Laurel Steele

Kevin Sunderland
Thomas Swartz
Krista Szymbanski
Christopher Talbot
Charles Taylor
Rachel Terry
Catalina Torres

Justine Tracy
Ashley Travis
Rachel Tritt
Erica Trombino
Ronda Tuberville
Ryan Tucker
Joseph Tuckey

Kyle Tumey
Betty Turner
Venessa Valdez
Eric VanderPool
David VanTuyle
Andrew VanWaschnova
Shannon Vayo
Seventh Grade

Devon Walterschied
Kristen Warren
Sarah Waterbury
Clayton Waynick
Jeff Weaver
William Webb
Stephanie Weber

Donnie Wells
James West
Jacob Williams
Sarah Wilson
Michael Wines
Franklin Wotring
Colton Wright

Kyle Wright
Alexander Wysocki
Janea Yager

Not pictured:
Dustin Deere
Ryan Enderes
Ryan Fink
Caleb Gray
Joseph Hill
Marquie Kalagian
Emily Lerch
Chelsea Lester
Jessica Linder
Jake McCracken
Gennell Milburn
Alicia Tibbs
8th Graders at their Best
Lauren Stanek
Cally Steele
Kristina Steele
Megan Stephenson
Jason Stollenwerck
Mike Sullivan
Sarah Sullivan
Ashley Swart
Rachelle Sweet
Rebecca Swift
Marisa Tabor
Brandon Taylor
Crystal Thompson
Wendy Thompson
Cory Tilton
Ruth Tobar
Mark Tobias
Jordan Tomford
Tarah Torres
Steven Trent
Duane Truhn II
Carli Tuberville
Stefanie Turbett
Joseph Valdez
Samuel Valdez
Crystal Vredeveld
Dustin Waider
Matt Walker
Shaine Wallace
Jason Walsh
Morgan Webb
Whitney Weirich
Daniel Westendorf
Michael White
Johnathon Wiese
Ariel Williams
Emily Williams
Timothy Willis
John Wilson
Matthew Wilson
Matthew Winters
Stacy Wisniewski
Stephen Wolfe
Shante Wood
Shannon Worker
Angela Wyse
Andrew Yarbrough
Richard Yates
Andrew Zibbell
Not pictured:
Eric Demeter
Derek Fagan
Joseph Festa
Michael Kalagian
Thadeus Lester
Mackenzie Smith
Austin Weier
Who's Who???
Can you find......
Jenny Carlson
Amanda O'Leary
Jessica Conley
Carlin Shea
Josh Klotz
Heather Armstrong
Tricia Scott
Stacy Hills
Ashley Slick
Amelia Podleski
Brandon Reiser
Miranda Benedict
Kaysi Hesto
Zach Patterson
Wendy Thompson
Courtney Smith
Akana Fisher
Brian Miller
Kathleen Hong
Colly Steele
Anthony Horky
Kate Aber
Nicole Rutkofsly
Ashley Howard
Joanna Corby
Beth Emerson
Megan Seurer
Emily Williams
Lindsey Riedberger
Tanya Garcia
Joey Valdez
Kristina Steele
Nicole Murphy
Lindsay Cole
Allison Olds
Ashlee Swart
Sean Beyer
Marc McDermott
Meggan Graf
Having fun?

How cute

Beginning of the Year

A little too much free time

Hey, Mr. McKean

wazzup!!!
6th Grade

What's wrong Seth??

Doug hard at work!

Pajama Day

Crazy Hair Day

Settle down

Are you ok?
6th Grade at Camp

Climbing Goliath

Making popcorn at camp

By the fire
6th Grade Science

Cutting Open the Hearts

Smy

Looks Yummy!!

The Hearts
6th Grade Activities

Nurse Biscupski

I Have a Dream...

Recycling Calls
Mrs. Shea, Mrs. Armentrout, Mrs. Gerard, Mrs. Gildersleeve, Mrs. Coffin, Ms. Dillon, Mr. Gibson, Mrs. Harper

Team 7A

Amber has entered the building!

My locker is a mess!

Just Hangin Around

Mr. Palmer, Mr. Perry, Mrs. Williamson, Mrs. McDowell, Mr. Sanders

Team 7B

7th Graders Having Fun!!!
7th Grade Science

The Worms

You hold the worm this way...

Gross!!

This is So Cool

Bubblem!!!
7th Grade Activities

7th Grade Activities

Hard at Work

Aren’t you supposed to be reading?

What’re you reading Garrett?

Hi Bryan!

I Love This Class!
Who can draw a straighter line?

Hmm... This is a hard question.

Taste good?

This is so boring!
Thomas shouldn't you be in class?

a little bored Krista?

having fun in science

hand at work
Team 8B

Team 8A

8A Teachers

8B Teachers
8th Grade
Tailgate party!!!

Come join us.

Nice Buns, John!

Mrs. Camron gives a hand!
8th grade presidential hopefuls

And the winner is...

The enthusiastic crowd.

Jake's Sign

Drum roll please!

The invention

The presentation

WING DESIGN #2

THE PROUD CREATORS
TEAM ACTION.

Ring around the rosete.

Hang On!

Don't Fall!

TIME FOR A BREAK.

I'm sure it's safe.

YOU WANT ME TO DO WHAT?

Thirsty?
8th Grade Classes
AND
ACTIVITIES

Tiffani and Mr. Legenc getting their groove on!

Matt and Allison having fun!

HI ALEX!

What's wrong with Jensey?

Spirit of Ford

Drew's serious side!

Sleeping on the job!

Meap stress!
2+2=6 right?

Encore

Bonjour!

What a smart cookie!

1, 2 SKIP A FEW!
I love this class

Is hockey always that much fun???

Bob shoots........but does Bob score?!?

A lil' tangled up there Dustin!!!
We didn't do anything, we're done!

"Never say purple!"

Stop looking at me!

COOL COLORS!

ISN'T THIS PRETTY?
Smile for the camera, Kristina!

La, la, la, la, la!!!

Ms. Reynolds, choir teacher

We'll remember you, too!

'Semester choir'

What page are we on, again?
AMBASSADOR BOUGH

Keep focus Jason!!

Have the drummers found beat one yet?

Are we on Candid camera?

Trombones, you're in the wrong key!

Ambassador Bough
What cha smiling about Bob???

Are you really having that much fun?

What did you do this time, Yarbrough?

!! Looks good Sammy!!

What are you talking about Nick?
Christmas Activities
AT TMS

Can you find Waldo?

Merry Christmas

The Grinch strikes again!

HERE COMES SANTA CLAUSE.

Santa's elves and reindeer.

You're not supposed to take the money.
Is the pizza good?

What is the big smile about? It is ONLY lunch!!!

Say cheese!

Hungry? Why Wait?!!

Thirsty, Bronson?

Surprise!
I'll see you too, John! 

Whoa, now that is a crazy hairdo!!

Mrs. Gildersleeve, our advisor!

Just chilling in our pj's!!

*Executive Board*

Nice to see you too, John!!
Student Council

Santa's reindeer

Santa's little mischief maker

Student council exchange day

'Twas the night before Christmas...

Thumbs up!!

Not even gonna ask...
Nate looks more interested in Jamie than the game!!

What's so funny about plugging your nose, Shelby???

!?¿?Having Fun¿?¿?!

I'm Drug-free!! Hee hee!!

Does it hurt or Something!?¿?!

I"! If you do this...you'll be breaking the law I"!

Smile Everyone
sclimming bottles!

The Senior Officers

The Junior Officers

Our advisors-
Mrs. Tommelein
&
Mrs. Robertson
Hope My Car Makes it!!

The next question is...

God bless you.

Check mate!
I'm reading

Look at this!

Let Me Do It!!

We're artists with style

E=MC2

Were working hard

Knit 1, Pearl 2

I'm ready
Hey guys, the camera is over here!

I love snack time!

Yes! I finally got the ball!

I'm not cheating, I swear!
Magazine Sale 2000!!

Having Fun Wendy?

New year, New prizes

What did I do?

The Gang

How much did you get?

*** The guys looking at the new prizes ***
Mmm... Mmm... Good!

Cute as a button!

Ah, how cute?

Sweet as candy!
Dance the night away!

What did you do now, Ruthie?

Gettin' down!

Wazzzzup?!

The Love Shack, Baby!

A little place where we can get together!

All We Want To Do Is Dance Dance Dance
EATING @ THE DANCE
Yo man!

We give Mike a thumbs up!

Hey, look at us.

We're not as innocent as you think we are!

What can I say? The ladies love me.

Hi Brent.

Dennis, the menace.

Stephanie, where is your smile?

We are ready for our close-up.

True Friends.
Hey, I caught the ball!

The coaches

The managers

The huddle

[^1]
8th Grade Football

Tails! I want tails!

Determined

Hang on to the ball

Aaahhh! The ball!

Is this good coach?

Do we look like we are listening?

We won!!!

You have to catch the ball Drew!
7th Grade Girl's Basketball

Ouch, my knee

Father and daughter

don't take my picture

 gotta get the ball

Takin' a drink
What's Wrong Travis?

The whole team

What are you doing???

Coach Gibson

You don't look very happy

Rebound!

Good game...
The B-Ball Managers:
Emily, Beth, Nicole, Samantha

Look at those ups!
I got it!

Victory!

Good job!

Score!

7th Grade Volleyball Team

What's the plan?

Tired, Kayla?
Get ready Meggie!

Whose house... Courtney’s house!!!

Edith hard at work

況 Our few, but enthusiastic fans ~ץ~

The Team!!!

What cha thinking about Jens?
Congratulations to all wrestling winners!
Wrestling

Hang on Sean!

Yes, I won!

Nice Headlock

Yarbrough Power!

Flip him Drew!

Ohh, the excitement!

A little talk before the meet.

Intensity Always

Makes A

Good Athlete
Another boring lecture.

Practice

So that is how you tape the mats.

Stop biting me!

I believe I can fly!

Men Shot Putters

Women Shot Putters
Swimming and Diving Team

Got your goggles?

Got your goggles?

We Are All Winners

Should I Go Over There?

Tired yet?
*Yearbook Staff*

Ms. Milton - Our student teacher

The REAL 8th grade
Hard at work

Mr. Legnon - Our advisor

7th grade

8th grade